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My' residence,
which
ONE:
[DISTANCE]
whichI (UNDERLINE
residen-ce,
ONE:)) OWN
OWN OR
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liesapproximately
approximately
IDISTANCE]
from the
proposedsite
from
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the proposed
site of two
two new
new nuclear
nuclearreactor
reactorunits,
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(FPL) has
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for which
which Florida
Florida Power
Powerand
and Light (FPL)
hassubmitted
Units
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submittedaa combined
combinedconstruction
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constructionpermit
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operating
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licenseapplication
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the U.S.
U.S. Nuclear
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("NRC" or
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Regulatory Commission
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2.1
if the NRC
NRC grants FPL's
FPL's COLA,
COLA, the construction
2.I am concerned
concerned that if
construction and operation
operation of
of the
power plant
plant could
proposed
proposed nuclear
nuclear power
could adversely
adversely affect
affect my
my health
health and safety and the integrity
integrity of
of the
environment
particularly concerned
live. I am particularly
concerned about the risk
environment where
where I live.
risk of
of accidental
accidental releases
releases of
of
environment, and the potential
groundwater supplies and local
radioactive
potential harm
radioactive material
material to the environment,
harm to groundwater
local
surface waters. I am further
further concerned
concerned about the impact
impact that an accident
accident could
could have on my
my
family,
being.
property and my
my economic
well being.
family, my
my property
economic well
3.
member of
of Citizens
Citizens Allied For Safe
Safe Energy,
Energy, Inc./CASE
3. I am a member

4. In order to ensure
proposed Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 nuclear
the licensing decision for the proposed
ensure that the
rnclear power
reactors
protects my interests
reactors protects
interests in aa safe
safe and
and healthful environment, I have
have authorized
authorized Citizens Allied
Allied for
Safe
proceeding and/or
Energy, Inc./CASE
Inc./CASE to represent
representme in any licensing proceeding
Safe Energy,
and/or related
related rulemaking
proceeding that concerns
proceeding
concerns the safety
safety and
and environmental impacts
impacts of
proposed nuclear
of the proposed
nuclear power reactors
reactors at
at
Turkey
./CASE to
Turkey Point.
Point. I have
have also
also authorized
authorizedCitizens
Citizens Allied For Safe
Safe Energy,
Energy, Inc
Inc./CASE
to take
take any
any legal
legal actions
actions
that are
proceeding are
are necessary
necessaryto ensure
ensure that the
the licensing proceeding and
and the
the rulemaking proceeding
are conducted
conducted
fairly, efficiently,
manner that provides for the full
efficiently, and
and in a manner
fulI consideration
consideration of
of all licensing issues
issuesthat could
affect my safety
safety and
and the health
health of
of my environment.
environment.
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miles of Turkey Point.
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penaltyof perjury
perjury that
I declare
under penalty
of
declareunder
that the
the foregoing
foregoingfacts
factsare
aretrue
true and
andcorrect
correctand
andthat
that any
any expressions
expressions
judgment.
opinion
arebased
opinionare
basedon
on my
my best
bestjudgment.
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